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Abstract – Compared to White survivors of 

Intracerebral Hemorrhage (ICH), Black/Hispanic 

individuals are three times more likely to experience 

ICH recurrence. Cerebral Small Vessel Disease (CSVD) 

has long been considered a risk factor for ICH. Our 

study sought to clarify whether differences in CSVD 

subtype or severity among minority and White 

individuals could explain this disparity. We collected 

data of ICH survivors from the MGH-ICH and ERICH 

studies. MRI scans were analyzed for CSVD markers as 

classified by cerebral microbleeds (CMBs). CSVD was 

identified as either Cerebral Amyloid Angiopathy (CAA) 

subtype or Arteriolo-Sclerosis (AS) subtype. We 

analyzed data from the total 2192. When compared to 

Whites, a higher percentage of minority individuals had 

markers of CSVD on MRI scans (54% vs. 41%, 

p<0.001). There was a greater count (higher burden) of 

AS-associated CMBs in minorities (median: 1, IQR 1-2 

vs. median 0, IQR 0-1, p=0.016). Minority ICH survivors 

are not only more likely to present with CSVD at the 

time of stroke, but they also have a higher burden of 

specifically AS-associated CMBs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Of the different types of stroke, Intracerebral 

Hemorrhage (ICH) is the most serious and life-threatening 

due to the limitations of current treatments. To put this in 

perspective, although only 15% of stroke cases are ICH-

related, ICH is responsible for more than half of stroke-

related deaths and disability [1-3]. Minority populations are 

three times more likely than Whites to experience ICH 

recurrence, which substantially increases the risk of 

morbidity and mortality. Previous studies have determined 

that this health disparity may be caused by differences in 

hypertension control and/or blood pressure (BP) variability 

[4-6]. However, differences in hypertension alone do not 

fully explain the magnitude of variation in ICH recurrence 

risk among the race/ethnic groups [6]. Thus, our study 

sought to identify differences in other risk factors of ICH 

recurrence among minority and White individuals that could 

be attributable to this health disparity.  

As determined by MRI-based markers, ICH survivors 

have a greater presence and burden of Cerebral Small 

Vessel Disease (CSVD) when compared to the general 

population. The presence of CSVD not only increases the 

risk of first-ever ICH, but also the risk of other events, 

including recurrent ICH, ischemic stroke,  cognitive decline, 

and gait deterioration [7, 8]. The two subtypes of CSVD—

cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA) and arteriolo-sclerosis 

(AS)—are similar in many ways though ICH due to CAA 

occurs in the cortical blood vessels of the brain (lobar), 

while ICH due to AS occurs in deep and infratentorial 

regions (basal ganglia, thalamus, and brainstem). The 

neuroimaging markers of CSVD include cerebral 

microbleeds (CMBs), lacunar infarcts, enlarged 

periventricular spaces (EPVS), white matter hyperintensities 

(WMH), and cortical superficial siderosis (cSS). 

Understanding the etiological factors of CSVD is needed to 

develop proper interventions and treatments for ICH. Given 

that CSVD mainly affects ICH survivors, they are an 

appropriate group with which to conduct our study. 

Findings from previous studies have determined that 

CSVD increases the risk of first-ever ICH, though no study 

in the literature to our knowledge has explored potential 

differences in the presence and burden of CSVD among 

different racial/ethnic groups. We hope that our study will 

provide new insights for the biological reasons underlying 

why recurrent ICH (and its corresponding cognitive effects) 

disproportionately affects minority individuals. We seek to 

determine whether 1) differences in baseline CSVD burden 

and/or severity exist among race/ethnic groups and 2) if 

increased CSVD burden in minority populations accounts 

for the increased risk of recurrent ICH in these individuals. 

 

METHODS 

  

I. Participating studies 

 

We analyzed data from two main studies of ICH: (1) 

the longitudinal MGH-ICH study and (2) the ERICH study. 

The MGH-ICH study, which took place in Boston, has been 

recruiting patients since 1994 and is continuing to do so. 



 
The ERICH study, led by the University of Cincinnati, is 

multi-site, with 42 different sites spanning the United States 

[9, 10]. The study recruited patients from 2006 to 2010 [9, 

10]. 

 

II. Study eligibility and patient recruitment 

 

We recruited participants among patients meeting the 

following eligibility criteria: (1) aged 18 years or older, and 

(2) diagnosed with acute primary (i.e., spontaneous) ICH as 

determined by MRI scan (taken within 24 hours of ICH 

event). Patients who experienced ICH due to trauma, 

conversion of an ischemic infarct, aneurysm, or brain 

tumor(s) did not meet our eligibility criteria [9, 11]. Patients 

were also removed if they had missing data on clinical or 

demographic variables. Since we sought to investigate 

racial/ethnic disparities in long-term ICH recurrence rates, 

we excluded patients who survived less than 3 months after 

hemorrhage, in agreement with a previously published 

methodology [9]. 

 

III. Baseline data collection 

 

Participants were asked to self-identify their 

race/ethnicity by selecting from a list recommended by the 

Office for Management and Budget and the National 

Institutes of Health that included White (i.e., non-Hispanic 

White), Black (i.e., non-Hispanic Black), Hispanic (i.e., 

self-identifying as White-Hispanic or Black-Hispanic), and 

other (not meeting criteria for inclusion in White, Black, or 

Hispanic groups). Using established methods of MRI scan 

analysis, we determined ICH location, CSVD subtype, and 

hematoma volume [10, 12]. MRI-based markers of CSVD, 

including cerebral microbleeds (CMBs), lacunar infarcts, 

enlarged periventricular spaces (EPVS), White matter 

hyperintensities (WMH), and cortical superficial siderosis 

(cSS) were also collected and recorded (Figure 1). 

 

 
 

FIGURE 1: Study enrollment and MRI-based markers used 

to determine CSVD burden and subtype. 

 

IV. Longitudinal follow-up 

 

Following the in-person interview conducted at the time 

of the ICH event, participants and/or their caregivers (if 

needed) were interviewed over the phone every 6 months by 

trained staff using standard protocols and methods [9-11]. 

Participants and/or their caregivers were asked about new 

hospitalization events, new hemorrhagic or ischemic stroke 

events, death, functional status (as determined by the 

Modified Rankin Score (mRS)), medications, and 

prescriptions. 

 

V. Univariable and multivariable analyses 

 

All categorical variables were analyzed with the 2-

tailed Fisher exact test to identify any non-random 

relationships between the variables. We used the Mann-

Whitney U test to compare continuous variables among the 

two study samples. Univariate analyses with Kaplan-Meier 

plots were used to determine the factors most closely related 

with ICH recurrence among White and Black/Hispanic 

groups. The Kaplan-Meier results were compared 

statistically with the log-rank test. We performed 

multivariable analyses using Cox regression models. MRI 

scans were analyzed for CSVD markers as classified by 

cerebral microbleeds (CMBs). CSVD was identified as 

either Cerebral Amyloid Angiopathy (CAA) subtype or 

Arteriolo-Sclerosis (AS) subtype and statistical analysis was 

performed to determine the severity of CMBs. For all 

eligible patients, we determined whether the presence of 

cerebral microbleeds (≥1) or cortical superficial siderosis 

increased the risk of ICH recurrence. We initially included 

in multivariable modeling all factors associated with ICH 

recurrence in univariable analyses with p<0.20. Because of 

potential associations between ICH recurrence and exposure 

to antiplatelet agents and/or oral anticoagulants, we pre-

specified adjustment for these variables in our multivariable 

models (regardless of p value). We subsequently used 

backward elimination procedures to arrive at a minimal 

model including only variables associated with ICH at 

p<0.05. Multicollinearity in our regression model was 

assessed by variance inflation factors (VIF) to determine the 

strength of any correlations between independent variables. 

The proportional hazard assumption in Cox models was 

tested via graphical inspection and calculation of Schoenfeld 

residuals. 

 

VI. Secondary analyses 

 

Our study protocol included prespecified subgroup 

analyses. First, we sought to conduct secondary analyses 

stratified by race/ethnicity to compare CSVD markers 

across White and Black/Hispanic populations. This involved 

repeating all multivariate analyses for probable CAA- and 

AS-associated ICH survivors after including interaction 

terms between race/ethnicity and: (1) presence of cerebral 

microbleeds (≥1) and (2) presence of cortical superficial 

siderosis. Additionally, in a subset of patients (n=941) with 

long-term follow-up information, we conducted parallel 

analyses for Lacunar Infarcts, Enlarged Perivascular Spaces 

(EPVS), White Matter Hyperintensities (WMH), and 

Cortical Superficial Siderosis (cSS). 

 

 

 

 



 
RESULTS 

 

I. Study participants 

 

A total of 2192 ICH survivors fulfilled the initial 

eligibility criteria. Twenty-eight participants were lost to 

follow-up or were ineligible due to early case fatality, 

resulting in the current total sample size of n=2164 

(White=1245, Black=460, Hispanic=392, other 

race/ethnicity=67). Detailed information on characteristics 

of participants enrolled in the MGH (n=991) and ERICH 

(n=1201) studies is presented in Table 1.  

 

TABLE 1: Participants’ characteristics (overall study). 

 

Variable ERICH 
MGH-

ICH 

No. of individuals 1201 (100) 991 (100) 

Demographics     

Age, mean (SD) 60.8 (13.5) 
71.4 

(12.7) 

Sex, Female (%) 510 (42.5) 474 (47.8) 

Race / Ethnicity (%)     

White 408 (34.0) 837 (86.9) 

Black 401 (33.4) 59 (6.1) 

Hispanic 392 (32.6)  0 (0) 

Other 0 (0) 67 (7.0) 

Education, ≥ 14 years (%) 607 (50.5) 644 (65.0) 

Medical History (%)     

Hypertension  915 (77.2) 751 (76.3) 

Ischemic heart disease 134 (11.5) 169 (17.2) 

Atrial fibrillation 81 (6.7)  
171 

(17.5)  

Diabetes  301 (25.3) 205 (20.9) 

Prior stroke 188 (15.8) 181 (18.5) 

Genetic Variables (%)     

APOE ε2 (≥1 copy) 177 (14.9)  73 (17.5)  

APOE ε4 (≥1 copy) 378 (31.8) 130 (31.8) 

Cerebral Microbleeds 

(%) 
  

Lobar (≥1 CMB) 399 (31.2) 385 (38.8) 

Non-lobar (≥1 CMB) 467 (38.9) 429 (43.3) 

 

II. MRI CSVD markers based on race/ethnicity 

 

Long-term follow up information was collected for 612 

ERICH participants and 329 MGH participants. As shown 

in Table 2, we identified a median of two periventricular and 

deep white matter hyperintensities (WMHs) in ERICH 

participants, with interquartile range [IQR] 1-3. We 

identified a median of two periventricular and deep WMHs 

in MGH participants, with interquartile range [IQR] 1-2. 

Thirty-four participants in the ERICH study and 151 

participants in the MGH study presented with one or more 

lacunar infarcts in the lobar region, corresponding to a 

percentage of 10.6 in the ERICH study and 19.3 in the 

MGH study. A greater proportion of participants in both 

studies presented with one or more non-lobar lacunar 

infarcts, with that number being 70 participants (21.1%) in 

the ERICH study and 193 in the MGH study (31.5%). The 

median count for both lobar and non-lobar was one, with an 

interquartile range of 1-2 for both studies. In ERICH 

participants, the median basal ganglia enlarged 

periventricular spaces (EPVS) was two, while in MGH 

participants, it was one (Interquartile range [IQR] 1-2). 

There was no difference in median count of centrum 

semiovale between participants in the ERICH or MGH 

studies. One hundred and two ERICH participants (35.7%) 

and 324 MGH participants (31.5%) were identified of 

having one or more lobar cerebral microbleeds (Median=3, 

Interquartile range [IQR] 1-9 ERICH, Interquartile range 

[IQR] 1-8 MGH). One hundred forty ERICH participants 

(42.5%) and 336 MGH participants (54.9%) were identified 

of having one or more non-lobar cerebral microbleeds 

(Median=4, Interquartile range [IQR] 1-5 ERICH, 

Interquartile range [IQR] 1-4 MGH). When comparing the 

presence of cortical superficial siderosis (cSS), 44 ERICH 

participants (13.4%) and 101 MGH participants (16.5%) 

were identified. 

 

TABLE 2: MRI CSVD markers among study participants 

with long-term follow-up. 

 

Variable ERICH MGH-ICH 

No. of individuals 329 (100) 612 (100) 

White Matter 

Hyperintensities (WMH)   

Periventricular 2 (1 – 3) 2 (1 – 2) 

Deep 2 (1 – 3) 2 (1 – 2) 

Lacunar Infarcts   

Lobar   

Presence of ≥1 lacune (%) 34 (10.6) 151 (19.3) 

Count, median (IQR) 1 (1 - 2) 1 (1 – 2) 

Non-lobar   

Presence of ≥1 lacune (%) 70 (21.1) 193 (31.5) 

Count, median (IQR) 1 (1 - 2) 1 (1 – 2) 

Enlarged Perivascular 

Spaces (EPVS)   

Basal Ganglia 2 (1 – 2) 1 (1 – 2) 

Centrum Semiovale 2 (1 - 3) 2 (1 – 3) 

Cerebral Microbleeds 

(CMBs)   

Lobar   

Presence of ≥1 CMB (%) 102 (35.7) 324 (31.5) 

Count, median (IQR) 3 (1 - 9) 3 (1 - 8) 

Non-lobar   

Presence of ≥1 CMB (%) 140 (42.5) 336 (54.9) 

Count, median (IQR) 2 (1-5) 2 (1-4) 

Cortical Superficial 

Siderosis (cSS) (%) 44 (13.4) 101 (16.5) 

 

 



 
 

III. Variations in ICH recurrence risk by race/ethnicity 

 

We initially sought to determine whether differences in 

AS-related CSVD and CAA-related CSVD existed between 

White and Black/Hispanic ICH survivors as determined by 

MRI based CSVD markers. We formally compared MRI 

based CSVD markers, as presented in detail in Tables 3 and 

4. Among all identified CSVD markers, the following 

showed statistically significant (p<0.05) preferential 

association with increased ICH recurrence risk: cerebral 

microbleeds (overall) (p=0.039), non-lobar cerebral 

microbleeds (p=0.016), non-lobar lacunar infarcts (0.023), 

and basal ganglia EPVS (p=0.018). All identified risk 

factors were significantly greater in Black/Hispanic 

individuals, suggesting minority ICH survivors presented 

with higher CSVD burden and severity immediately 

following the ICH event when compared to their White 

counterparts (54% vs. 41%, p<0.001). Based on 

aforementioned multivariable analyses, we differentiated 

between the two CSVD subtypes (CAA- and AS- subtypes). 

Minority ICH survivors showed a significantly higher 

burden and severity of AS-associated CMBs (median: 1, 

Interquartile Range [IQR] 1-2 vs. median 0, IQR 0-1, 

p=0.016). The difference in the burden of CAA-associated 

CMBs was not statistically significant between the two 

racial/ethnic groups (median: 0, IQR 0-2 vs. median 0, IQR 

0-1, p=0.12). Combination of findings from each study 

revealed consistent associations without evidence of 

between-study heterogeneity (all I2<0.05). 

 

TABLE 3: Comparison of MRI CSVD markers across 

racial/ethnic study groups among all participants. 

 

ALL PARTICIPANTS (n = 2192) 

MRI Marker White Black / 

Hispanic 

P-value 

Cerebral Microbleeds 

(med, IQR) 

1 (0 - 4) 1 (1 - 5) 0.039 

Non-lobar Cerebral 

Microbleeds (med, IQR) 

0 (0 – 1) 1 (1 - 2) 0.016 

Lobar Cerebral 

Microbleeds (med, IQR) 

0 (0 – 2) 0 (0 - 1) 0.12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 4: Comparison of MRI CSVD markers across 

racial/ethnic study groups among participants with long-

term follow up information. 

 

LONG-TERM FOLLOW-UP (n = 941) 

MRI Marker White Black / 

Hispanic 

P-value 

Periventricular WMH 

(Fazekas med, IQR) 

2 (1 - 2) 2 (1 - 2) 0.47 

Deep WMH (Fazekas 

med, IQR) 

2 (1 - 2) 2 (1 - 2) 0.21 

Lacunar Infarcts (med, 

IQR) 

1 (1 - 3) 1 (1 - 3) 0.32 

- Non-lobar Lacunar 

Infarcts (med, IQR) 

1 (1 - 2) 1 (1 - 3) 0.023 

- Lobar Lacunar 

Infarcts (med, IQR) 

1 (1 - 2) 1 (1 - 2) 0.22 

Basal Ganglia EPVS 

(med, IQR) 

1 (1 - 2) 2 (1 - 2) 0.018 

Centrum Semiovale 

EPVS (med, IQR) 

2 (1 - 3) 2 (1 - 3) 0.66 

Cortical Superficial 

Siderosis (presence, %) 

13.1 12.6 0.39 

 

 ICH recurrence risk was calculated based on CVSD 

markers and race/ethnicity. At time of stroke, 

Black/Hispanic individuals showed higher CSVD burden 

and severity than White ICH survivors. High CSVD burden 

included some or all of the following characteristics: three 

or more enlarged periventricular spaces, two or more 

cerebral microbleeds, the presence of cortical superficial 

siderosis, one or more lacunar infarcts, or White matter 

hyperintensities. At 5 years after index ICH, Black/Hispanic 

populations with high CSVD burden were shown to have 

>22% estimated risk of recurrent ICH while White 

participants had <15% estimated risk. In correspondence, 

Black/Hispanic populations with low CSVD burden were 

shown to have >11% estimated risk of recurrent ICH when 

compared to their White counterparts (<8%) at 5 years after 

index ICH. We provide a graphic representation of 

differences in CSVD burden and ICH recurrence risk by 

race/ethnicity in Figure 2. Comparison of ICH recurrence 

risk between Black/Hispanic and White individuals with 

high CSVD burden provides a p-value of 0.012. 

Comparison of ICH recurrence risk between Black/Hispanic 

individuals with high CSVD burden and low CSVD burden 

provides a p-value of <0.001. Comparison of ICH 

recurrence risk between Black/Hispanic individuals with 

high CSVD burden and White individuals with low CSVD 

burden provides a p-value of <0.001. 

 



 

 
 

FIGURE 2: ICH recurrence risk based on CSVD markers 

and race/ethnicity. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

We present evidence that minority ICH survivors of 

Black and Hispanic racial/ethnic groups are at a 

significantly higher risk of recurrent ICH. We utilized data 

from two large ICH studies to conduct a meta-analysis, 

identifying for the first time, a strong association between 

greater CSVD burden in Black/Hispanic populations and 

increased risk of recurrent ICH. 

CSVD is the most potent risk factor for ICH incidence 

and recurrence, thus warranting specific emphasis from both 

a clinical management and research standpoint [4, 5, 13]. 

Black and Hispanic ICH survivors are disproportionately 

less likely to receive CSVD treatment, with expected 

consequences of increased ICH recurrence risk. The 

mechanisms underlying limited success in CSVD treatment 

among ICH survivors at large remain unclear. However, it is 

likely that socioeconomic factors, chief availability, and 

access to health care [14], represent major obstacles toward 

receiving CSVD treatment for minority ICH survivors. 

Cultural factors associated with racial/ethnic background are 

also likely to influence risk of ICH recurrence. For example, 

cultural beliefs may determine personal behavior towards 

healing and disease prevention, thus affecting adherence 

with traditionally prescribed medications [15]. 

Furthermore, minority ICH survivors presented with 

higher CSVD burden and severity immediately following 

the ICH event when compared to their white counterparts, 

especially in the case of AS-associated CMBs. Given that 

AS CSVD is exacerbated by hypertension, the racial/ethnic 

differences pertaining to the AS CSVD subtype may reflect 

differences in prevention strategies long predating index 

ICH, such as hypertension and blood pressure control. 

While CSVD severity has been demonstrated to act as a 

major risk factor for stroke in general, we provide the first 

proof of association specific to ICH. As mentioned above, 

these findings may reflect variations in treatment of CSVD 

over time.  

 

When compared to ICH survivors in most previously 

published reports [24], individuals included in our analyses 

(particularly those enrolled in the ERICH study) differ in 

terms of earlier age at time of ICH. This discrepancy reflects 

known disparities in ICH epidemiology among minority 

patients. Several studies reported that non-white individuals 

are more likely to present with ICH at a younger age [16, 

17]. The pre-specified enrollment targets based on 

race/ethnicity therefore account for the younger age of ICH 

survivors in ERICH [12]. 

 

Our study has a few limitations. First, despite the 

overall sample size of our study, there was an unequal 

sample size among racial groups in the MGH study, with 

86.9% of the participants identifying as white and no 

Hispanic participants. Second, we cannot identify causal 

relationships between CSVD and ICH recurrence risk, we 

can only make associations between the two. We also 

utilized self-reported race/ethnicity to capture the complex 

network of biological, social, and cultural determinants of 

the identified health disparity in ICH recurrence. We are 

unable to further dissect and study these individual aspects 

of personal racial/ethnic background. However, recent 

studies in the field of genetic epidemiology identified strong 

correlations between self-reported race/ethnicity, cultural 

perception, and genetic ancestry [18]. Our approach also 

exhibits several strengths. Although participants in the 

MGH and ERICH studies differed substantially in 

demographics, medical history, and ICH characteristics, we 

observed highly consistent associations between 

race/ethnicity and ICH recurrence risk. Of note, reported 

associations reached our pre-specified threshold for 

significance in each study individually and were 

independently replicated in the other. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

In summary, we present further evidence that Black and 

Hispanic survivors of primary ICH are at a significantly 

higher risk of recurrent ICH than their white counterparts. 

We found that CSVD severity and burden was greater 

among Black/Hispanic individuals and partially accounts for 

the observed racial/ethnic disparities in ICH recurrence risk. 

Additional studies will be required in order to expand on our 

findings, as well as to explore novel biological, 

socioeconomic, and cultural factors accounting for the 

observed disparities. 
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